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Stelvio Waterproof  Jacket Cortina SoftShell Jacket

The proof that protection does not mean sacrificing performances, our new Stelvio Jacket delivers waterproofing 
streamlined in a sleek, tailored fit never seen before thanks to an incredibly stretchy Italian 3-ply lightweight fabric. The 

result is an entirely waterproof jacket that fits like a jersey for maximum aerodynamic and virtually no bulk. The 3-ply 
fabric is 100% windproof and waterproof plus is extremely comfortable on the skin thanks to microfiber technology.

––––––––
FEATURES:

• water and windproof • taped seams • YKK “acquagard” heavy-duty zippers • super stretchy and lightweight 3-ply 
Italian laminated fabric • reaglan sleeves • waterproof zippered pocket • aerodynamic fit • easy care • made in Italy

A versatile piece of outerwear for transitional seasons, the Cortina Jacket provides effective wind protection, water repellency, insulation 
thanks to a special proprietary soft-shell fabric that incorporates a wind and waterproof stretch membrane between an outer layer of 

durable Nylon 6/6 and especially an inner lining of non-itchy Merino wool next to the skin for moisture-management and comfort. Plus, 
oversized 3M reflective stripes ensure maximum visibility in low light conditions making this a perfect mid-weight top to be worn over 

either a base layer or a technical jersey, depending on the temperature, for perfect layering almost all year round.
––––––––
FEATURES:

• proprietary 3 • layer soft • shell windproof fabric with Merino wool next to the skin • extremely stretchy and comfortable • high 
visibility • slim fit • 3 back pockets • integral chin saver • fully divisible, high quality YKK cam lock zippers • easy care • made in Italy

SSJT002 FWJT003

Black Black
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Leggero Foldable Shell Jacket Classica Sportwool Jersey
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Innovation

Men’s Collection

Designed for changing weather and mid-season training, the Leggero Jacket provides insulation from wind and showers 
with only around 100 grams of weight. Made from an extremely lightweight polyester with a luxurious micro ripstop 

finish, the Leggero folds nicely to fit comfortably into a back pocket and is the perfect companion for every cyclist looking 
for additional protection with minimum bulk when temperatures drop.

––––––––
FEATURES:

• slim fit • lightweight polyester fabric is windproof and shower-resistant • fully divisible camlock zip with integral chin 
saver • zippered back pocket • reflective details • folds easily • raglan sleeves • made in Italy

Reminescent of classic design schemes of cycling’s golden age, the Classica is one of our most versatile, all-around 
jersey ever thanks to intermediate weight Sportwool fabric, a slim construction that fits right, not too small nor too big, 
and details such as fully divisible camlock zippers, chin guard and reflective inserts. Perfect for Autumn training and 

until Spring with a base layer and under a jacket.
––––––––
FEATURES:

• slim fit • Sportwool construction for moisture management and quick drying • double-needle stitching on key panels
• stabilized back pockets to prevent sagging • reflective details • back gripper elastic • easy care • made in Italy

FWJT004 FWML003

White Navy PurpleBuckskin
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Monza Roubaix Light Jersey

Made from Roubaix Light, fleeced-back fabric, the Monza is a super-stretchy and durable Winter top with a luxurious 
touch and feel. Roubaix Light provides superiori insulation and water repellency with low weight, making this a perfect 
form-fitting technical jersey that can be worn over a base layer and under a jacket for perfect layering all Winter long.

––––––––
FEATURES:

• Roubaix Light construction • slim fit • raglan sleeves • 3 back pockets • fully divisible, high quality YKK cam lock 
zipper • integral chin saver • easy care • made in Italy

FWML004

Navy-Royal Red-Ink

Leggera Seamless Jersey

A lightweight base layer made of microfiber Nylon with seamless technology, the Leggera is the foundation of proper 
Winter layering. Designed to fit like a second skin, it offers lightweight compression and effective moisture-management 

and quick-drying thanks to microfiber technology plus is extremely comfortable next to the skin due to seamless 
construction that eliminates unwanted frictions.

––––––––
FEATURES:

• seamless technology • microfiber fabric • lightweight compression • raglan sleeves • easy care • made in Italy

FWML005

Gray ArmyTeal
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Carezza Merino Base Layer

Crafted from the best superfine Merino wool from New Zealand, our Carezza Base Layer helps regulate body temperature 
in any weather. Wool’s natural and unique ability among any other fiber to wick moisture vapor before it condensates into 
liquid sweat and is therefore more difficult to move away is key to keep your body fresh and dry in the Summer and warm 

in the Winter. A true four-season garment, the Carezza Base Layer is a must for every serious rider.
––––––––
FEATURES:

• slim fit • flat stitching reduces frictions • naturally odor resistant • itch-free • easy care (machine washable)
• made in Italy

FWMI001

Cortina Windproof  Front Bib Tight

Conceived to provide maximum protection during wet Winter 
training, the Cortina Bib Tight is a one-piece outerwear 

technical pant that features mixed fabric technology and 
pre-bent contoured design. The front panels are made of a 
proprietary 3-layer windproof and extremely stretch fabric 
while the rear panels use genuine SuperRoubaix Italian 

fleece Lycra. Seams are flatlocked and positioned to prevent 
frictions while an Elastic Interface Endurance chamois 

guarantees the most compfprtable long-lasting rides with 
reduced genital compression and bacteria-free performance.

––––––––
FEATURES:

• windproof, water resistant front • SuperRoubaix back 
panels • 3D “Perfecto” fit with pre-bent knees • Elastic 
Interface Endurance chamois • reflective details • front 

zipper • made in Italy

FWCB003

Black

Black
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Perfecto Winter Bib ShortTorino Thermal Bib Tight

Technical Tights to ride in the cold Winter months, the Torino 
features full SuperRoubaix Italian fleece Lycra construction, 

flatlocked seams for comfort, De Marchi’s contoured 
“Perfecto” Fit with pre-bent knees and state-of-the-art 
Elastic Interface chamois for long-lasting perfomances

––––––––
FEATURES:

• 3D “Perfecto”-Fit • SuperRoubaix construction • Elastic 
Interface Endurance chamois • reflective details • front 

zipper • made in Italy

FWCB004

Black

Tough Bib Short conceived for Winter training and racing, the Torino is entirely made of the best Italian SuperRoubaix 
fabric and features flatlocked seams, a state-of-the-art CRM proprietary Elastic Interface Chamois technology and De 
Marchi’s signature “Perfecto”-Fit for unrestricted movement. Worn with knee or leg warmers, it becomes one our most 

versatile short ever.
––––––––
FEATURES:

• 3D “Perfecto” Fit • SupeRoubaix construction • De Marchi’s proprietary CRM Elastic Interface chamois • flatlocked 
seams • reflective details • wear with or without knee/leg warmers • made in Italy

FWSB002

Black
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Crafted from proprietary 3-ply laminated windproof fabric with an inner lining of non-itchy Merino wool, the Cortina soft-
shell is an instant upgrade compared to traditional cycling caps. Designed to fit under a helmet is extremely comfortable 

and super stretchy plus a 180° oversized 3M reflective band makes it super visible even in very low light conditions.
––––––––

FEATURES: • 3-ply proprietary windproof softshell fabric with Merino wool next to the skin • water resistant • highly 
visible • super stretchy for a perfect fit • easy care • made in Italy

Perfect to extend the life of any cycling short into Fall 
and Winter, our Leg Warmers are made of genuine Italian 
SuperRoubaix fabric and features articulated pre-bent 

construction, gripper elastic to hold them in place, 
flatlocked seams to reduce friction and reflective details for 

improved night visibility. Shaped left and right leg.
––––––––

FEATURES: • SuperRoubaix construction • gripper elastic
• easy care • made in Italy

Innovation
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Carezza Merino Scarf Torino Thermal Arm Warmers

FWSC001 FWAW002

Cortina SoftShell Wool Cap Torino Thermal Leg Warmers

FWCAP001

FWLW002

Created to provide additional insulation and warmth in the neck area during cold winter training, the Carezza scarf is 
crafted from the best superfine merino wool with a touch of elastic fiber for a perfect fit. A single stitch point reduces 
unwanted frictions to a minimum while minimal styling matches any outfit. A must-have accessory for cold weather.

––––––––
FEATURES: • superfine merino wool • streamlined consruction for minimal bulk • elastic content for improved fit

A versatile accessory for changing weather conditions and transitional seasons, the arm warmers are an essential part 
of any cyclist’s wardrobe as they extend the use of any short sleeve jersey. Made of luxurious Italian Super Roubaix fabric, 

they feature silicon gripper elastic to hold in place and are available in multiple sizes to ensure a perfect fit.
––––––––

FEATURES: • SuperRoubaix construction • gripper elastic • fleece backing • made in Italy

Black Black

Black

Black
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Warm and insulating, our Cortina gloves are entirely made in Italy from a proprietary 3-layer windproof and stretch fabric to offer 
effective protection from the elements. Cuff design eliminates the need for velcro and reduces unwanted frictions. The palms are 

reinforced with a thin layer of high-density padding and features silicon prints for an improved grip. Water resistant.
––––––––

FEATURES: • 3-layer laminate fabric with windproof and water resistant membrane • cuff design
• silicon prints for improved grip • easy care • made in Italy

Conceived for the harshest conditions, the Cortina Overshoes are crafted from multi-layer neoprene fabric and are 
designed to provide maximum protection from the elements. Adjustable velcro closures provide insulation while sturdy 

YKK zippers ensure an easy fit. The sole is designed for road shoe compatibility.
––––––––

FEATURES: • neoprene insulation • velcro closures • sturdy YKK zippers • compatible with all road shoe cleats
• easy care • made in Italy

Innovation
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Innovation

Unisex Collection

Torino Thermal Knee Warmers Classici Microfiber Socks

FWKW002

FWSO003

Cortina SoftShell Gloves Cortina Neoprene Overshoes

FWGT001 FWSX001

It’s important to keep knees warm expecially with changing 
weather when temperatures can suddently drop and impact 

performances if not ready. Knee warmers does just that and are 
made of insulating Italian SuperRoubaix fabric with pre-bent 
construction and flatlocked seams. A silicon gripper holds the 

knee warmers in place no matter how intense the activity.
––––––––

FEATURES: • SuperRoubaix construction • gripper elastic
• easy care • made in Italy

Designed for training and racing, the Classici socks are made of a special microfiber yarn that is insulating and lightweight 
at the same time. Slightly higher than traditional cycling socks, the Classici also features very soft touch next to the skin and 

hand-locked seams plus flat-locked stitching and a front open mesh construction for maximum breathability.
––––––––

FEATURES: • microfiber construction • higher leg • soft touch • effective insulation • superior breathability and
quick-drying • easy care • made in Italy

Black

Black Black

Black WhitePurple Army Navy Iron
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Cortina Women’s SoftShell Jacket

A versatile piece of outerwear for transitional seasons, the Cortina Jacket provides effective wind protection, water repellency, 
insulation thanks to a special proprietary soft-shell fabric that incorporates a wind and waterproof stretch membrane between an 

outer layer of durable Nylon 6/6 and especially an inner lining of non-itchy Merino wool next to the skin for moisture-management and 
comfort. Plus, oversized 3M reflective stripes ensure maximum visibility in low light conditions making this a perfect mid-weight top 

to be worn over either a base layer or a technical jersey, depending on the temperature, for perfect layering almost all year round.
––––––––
FEATURES:

• proprietary 3-layer soft-shell windproof fabric with Merino wool next to the skin • extremely stretchy and comfortable
• high visibility • slim fit • 3 back pockets • integral chin saver • fully divisible, high quality YKK cam lock zippers • easy care

• made in Italy

FWJT003W

Black

Classica Women’s Sportwool Jersey

Reminescent of classic design schemes of cycling’s golden age, the Classica is one of our most versatile, all-around 
jersey ever thanks to intermediate weight Sportwool fabric, a slim construction that fits right, not too small nor too big, 

and details such as fully divisible YKK camlock zipper, chin guard and reflective inserts. Perfect for Autumn training and 
until Spring with a base layer and under a jacket.

––––––––
FEATURES:

• slim fit • Sportwool construction for moisture management and quick drying • double-needle stitching on key panels
• stabilized back pockets to prevent sagging • reflective details • back gripper elastic

• easy care • made in Italy

FWML003W

Navy Buckskin
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Monza Women’s Roubaix Light Jersey

Made from Roubaix Light, fleeced-back fabric, the Monza is a super-stretchy and durable Winter top with a luxurious 
touch and feel. Roubaix Light provides superiori insulation and water repellency with low weight, making this a perfect 
form-fitting technical jersey that can be worn over a base layer and under a jacket for perfect layering all Winter long.

––––––––
FEATURES:

• Roubaix Light construction • slim fit • raglan sleeves • 3 back pockets • fully divisible, high quality YKK cam lock 
zipper • integral chin saver • easy care • made in Italy

FWML004W

Torino Women’s Thermal Bib Tight

Technical Tights to ride in the cold Winter months, the Torino 
features full SuperRoubaix Italian fleece Lycra construction, 

De Marchi’s signature Contoured-Fit with pre-bent knees 
and state-of-the-art Elastic Interface chamois for long-

lasting perfomances.
––––––––
FEATURES:

• 3D “Perfecto” Contoured-Fit • SuperRoubaix construction
• Elastic Interface Endurance chamois • flatlocked seams

• reflective details • front zipper • easy care • made in Italy 

FWCB004W

Black

Navy-Rubine Ink-Olive
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Camo X De Marchi Rain Jacket Camo X De Marchi Bomber Jacket

Born from a collaborative effort with Italian Fashion Designer Stefano Ughetti and his brand Camo, the Rain Jacket 
is technical parka made with a special bonded fabric by outerwear specialist Maiocchi and features wind and rain 

resistance plus a rough, durable outer face. The Rain Jacket is the perfect commuting coat and is cut to provide a classic 
silhouette. It features stylish YKK gilded zippers, snap closures and a dropped tail to provide protection from road sprays 

while riding.
––––––––
FEATURES:

• Wind and Water resistant • High-Tech Maiocchi bonded fabric • Classic, straight fit • high quality YKK zippers
• 2 zippered back pockets • high visibility reflective inserts • dropped tail • easy care • made in Italy

The Bomber Jacket is the foundation of a collaborative capsule collection made with Italian brand Camo and represents 
Stefano Ughetti’s take on the classic cycling training jacket. Made of Merino Wool in a 5-gauge consistency, it features a 

front and sleeve insulating lining made of 6/6 Nylon plus 2 oversized back pockets and elasticated bottom and cuffs.
––––––––
FEATURES:

• wind resistant and insulating • 5-gauge Merino wool construction • classic fit • YKK gilded zippers • easy care
• made in Italy

FWJT005 FWML006
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Camo X De Marchi Pullover Camo X De Marchi Trousers

Part of special collaborative capsule collection made with Italian brand Camo by Stefano Ughetti, the Pullover is 
reminiscent of classic cycling jerseys made in the seventies and is crafted from New Zealand’s Pure New Merino wool in 

a 7-gauge consistency with a special herringbone construction plus it features three buttoned back pockets and a stylish 
YKK 1/4 front gilded zipper.

––––––––
FEATURES:

• 7-gauge Merino construction • classic fit • YKK gilded zippers • easy care • made in Italy

Inspired after classic cycling track suit pants used for Winter training, the Camo styled Trousers are a part of our 
collaborative effort with Italian Fashion Designer Stefano Ughetti. Made of Merino wool on traditional looms in a 5 gauge 

consistence, they feature a slim fit, elasticated waist, elasticated cuffs and spot a vibrant green stripe on the sides.
––––––––
FEATURES:

• 5-gauge Merino construction • classic fit • YKK gilded zippers • easy care • made in Italy

FWML007 FWPA001
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Vigorelli Merino Jacket Italy Long Sleeve Merino Jersey

Inspired after tracksuit tops worn by pro cyclists from the so-called “Golden Age” era, the Vigorelli is a luxury warm-up 
jacket entirely made in Italy on traditional looms and features a special double honeycomb Merino wool construction plus 

two front pockets and doubled elasticated cuffs with contrasting stripes. A distinctive double slider and high quality 
silver plated YKK zipper echo those used back in the day by old school pro cyclists. Warm and luxurious, this is the perfect 

jacket for warming up in style and showing a little sartorial flare at classic vintage rides.
––––––––
FEATURES:

• Superfine Merino wool in a double honeycomb knit • slim fit • high quality YKK silver plated vintage zipper
• wash in cold water • made in Italy

With Italia’s classic azzurro blue jersey, 36 years old Italian Renato Longo was Italy’s greatest ever ‘’crosser’’ with 6 World 
Championships to his credit by ‘73.

Part of the so-called World XC Pack, this jersey is meant to celebrate the famous 1973 Cyclocross Championships held 
at London’s Crystal Palace. Entirely made in Italy in Italian-sourced 50% Merino / 50% acrylic blend, three rear button 

pockets, nickel-free metal zipper, long sleeve, comfortable semi-anatomic fit.

FWJT006 ML73ITALY

Navy Chocolate
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Germany Long Sleeve Merino Jersey Great Britain Long Sleeve Merino Jersey

In 1973, 23 year-old West German ‘cross great Klaus-Peter Thaler took his first-ever World Amateur Cyclocross 
championship in London.

Part of the so-called World XC Pack, this jersey is meant to celebrate the famous 1973 Cyclocross Championships held at 
London’s Crystal Palace. Entirely hand-made in Italy in Italian-sourced 50% Merino/50% acrylic blend, three rear button 

pockets, nickel-free metal zipper, long sleeve, comfortable semi-anatomic fit.

Clad in his classic Great Britain jersey, John Atkins didn’t disappoint the home crowd in London.
Part of the so-called World XC Pack, this jersey is meant to celebrate the famous 1973 Cyclocross Championships held 
at London’s Crystal Palace. Entirely made in Italy in Italian-sourced 50% Merino / 50% acrylic blend, three rear button 

pockets, nickel-free metal zipper, long sleeve, comfortable semi-anatomic fit.

ML73GERMANY ML73UK
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Spain Long Sleeve Merino Jersey Denmark Long Sleeve Merino Jersey

José Maria Basualda was the best of a small but dedicated group of Spanish ‘crossers in London 1973.
Part of the so-called World XC Pack, this jersey is meant to celebrate the famous 1973 Cyclocross Championships held at 
London’s Crystal Palace. Entirely hand-made in Italy in Italian-sourced 50% Merino / 50% acrylic blend, three rear button 

pockets, nickel-free metal zipper, long sleeve, comfortable semi-anatomic fit.

Wearing the simple red and white Danish jersey, crosser Eigil Sörensen represented Denmark in London 1973.
Part of the so-called World XC Pack, this jersey is meant to celebrate the famous 1973 Cyclocross Championships held 
at London’s Crystal Palace. Entirely made in Italy in Italian-sourced 50% Merino / 50% acrylic blend, three rear button 

pockets, nickel-free metal zipper, long sleeve, comfortable semi-anatomic fit.

ML73SPAIN ML73DENMARK
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France Long Sleeve Merino Jersey Switzerland Long Sleeve Merino Jersey

With his distinctive tricolor jersey, French ‘cross stalwart Andre Wilhelm took a silver medal in the Elite World Cyclocross 
Championships in London for his career-best performance.

Part of the so-called World XC Pack, this jersey is meant to celebrate the famous 1973 Cyclocross Championships held 
at London’s Crystal Palace. Entirely made in Italy in Italian-sourced 50% Merino / 50% acrylic blend, three rear button 

pockets, nickel-free metal zipper, long sleeve, comfortable semi-anatomic fit.

Wearing the distinctive national jersey of Switzerland, Swiss ‘crosser Hermann Gretener was 8th at London 1973.
Part of the so-called World XC Pack, this jersey is meant to celebrate the famous 1973 Cyclocross Championships held at 
London’s Crystal Palace. Entirely hand-made in Italy in Italian-sourced 50% Merino / 50% acrylic blend, three rear button 

pockets, nickel-free metal zipper, long sleeve, comfortable semi-anatomic fit.

ML73FRANCE ML73SWISS
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Crafted from a special proprietary blend of 95% Merino Wool 
and 5% Lycra for classic performance and impeccable fit 

the Classici Merino Leg Warmers are the perfect complement 
for any short but especially our Merino Classic Short.

––––––––
Features: • Classic Merino construction • elasticated cuffs

• easy care • made in Italy

Classici Merino Arm Warmers

FWAW003

Classici Merino Leg Warmers

FWLW003

Crafted from a special proprietary blend of 95% Merino Wool and 5% Lycra for classic performance and impeccable fit 
the Classici Merino Arm Warmers are the perfect complement for a short sleeve Merino jersey.

––––––––
Features: • Classic Merino construction • elasticated cuffs • easy care • made in Italy

Black

Black

Made in Italy from the finest lightweight merino, the Classic socks offers timeless, minimal style and modern 
performance thanks to Lycra and nylon content for compression and easy care.

––––––––
FEATURES: • wool & nylon construction • non-itchy • effective insulation • superior breathability and

quick-drying • easy care • made in Italy

Classico Silk Foulard

FOCLASSIC001

Classici Merino Socks

SOCLASSIC001

Carefully crafted from 100% pure Italian silk, the lightweight foulard can substitute for a scarf in early Winter and 
Spring. Printed with vegetal, water-based ink.

Made in Italy.
One size.

Black White

White Black
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Zuava Knickers Classico Merino Short

Replica of the popular three-quarters trousers worn in the forties, the Zuava knickers have been updated with modern 
stretch corduroy from famous Italian mill Duca Visconti di Modrone and features buttoned cargo pockets, tonal 

embroidery, genuine bone buttons and contrasting bartacks. Made in Italy.

Made from Australian Merino with Lycra for modern performance and easy care, the Classic Merino short is a perfect 
replica of the first multi-panel cycling short from the mid seventies and features a genuine Elastic Interface insert for 

maximum comfort. Made in Italy.

PACLASSIC001 SACLASSIC001

Brown Black
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Classica Merino Tight

Perfect paired to an heritage wool jersey, the Classico Merino TIght is made of 95% Merino Wool and 5% Elasthan for 
an unrestricted fit and features Duro Air Chamois by Elastic Interface for De Marchi, a state-of-the-art pad with built-in 
channel to reduce genital pressure plus high density, ventilated foam and bacteria-static, textured surface for improved 

hygiene and riding comfort.

SACLASSIC002

Black

Cycling leather shoe inspired by classic cycling shoes of the past and adapted for an everyday use. Perfect for biking, 
thanks to the rigid Vibram sole. An ideal companion for heroic rides. Available in black or brown. Entirely made in Italy.

Cycling leather shoe inspired by classic cycling shoes of the past and adapted for an everyday use. Perfect for commuting 
as well as walking, thanks to the semi-rigid Vibram sole. Available in black or brown. Entirely made in Italy.

Classic Leather Gloves

FWGT002

Classic pista shoe R and SR

SHOESDM03

SHOESDM02

Entirely hand made from the softest, highest grade, vegetable-tanned cowhide leather, our classic leather gloves are a 
masterpiece of craftmanship and feature a reinforced, minimal palm for easy grip and adjustable button closure.

Chocolate Black

Brown Black
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